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From the Editor’s Desk
Sandie Gilliam, Editor

I

n Principles to Actions (PtA), NCTM suggests
that there is too much focus on learning procedures without any connection to meaning, understanding, or the applications that require these procedures. Why is this happening?
Thoughts:

•
•

•

•
•

Many students have an adverse reaction to
word problems. In response, many teachers either reduce or completely skip textbook work
related to applications.
Teacher presents a word problem. Students
moan sayings they don’t know where to start.
Teacher starts doing it (explaining as he/she
goes along). Actually, the teacher then does
most of the problems because students have
figured out how to act helpless.
Word problems take too much time out of the
class period (time to read and understand,
time for students to start and then complain,
and time for teacher to do ONE or go over
one.) Let’s just skip word problems, altogether,
so we can get through the content.
Math is about numbers. English is about making sense of words and sentences.
Step-by-step procedures are easy to follow;
you just plug and chug and get the answer.
Could you get an answer without knowing
what you did?

This edition of the CMT presents another of the
eight mathematics teaching practices found in
Principles to Actions: Implement tasks that promote
reasoning and problem solving. Effective teaching of
mathematics engages students in solving and discussing
tasks that promote mathematical reasoning and problem solving and allow multiple entry points and varied
solution strategies.
How might a task look? A word problem found in
one of my high school trig units, High Dive, is about
a diver being dropped from a Ferris wheel that is
moving counterclockwise at a constant rate. At the
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same starting time, a cart located 240 feet to the
left of the base of the Ferris wheel starts moving
at a constant speed of 15 feet per second along a
track that is parallel to and below the moving Ferris
wheel. The water level in the cart is 8 feet above the
ground. When should the diver leave the Ferris
wheel so as to land in the cart?
My vision of an ideal program for students uses
an engaging, comprehensive, problem-centered
mathematics curriculum that connects to real world
and other school subject areas, such as science. In
this curriculum, students are given an over-riding
problem, like the one above, that is provocative
enough for them to find a solution. This problem
functions as a means and a reason to learn the
necessary mathematics, discover a viable approach,
and then apply the mathematics concepts to their
approach towards the solution.
Secondly, my vision of an ideal program is one
that invites curiosity and rewards the curious with
even more questions to answer. I believe that it’s
important to create an environment that encourages students to ask questions. Students’ natural
curiosity fosters good
questions. It
puts the
students in a
state of
temporary
confusion
that can only
be resolved
through
asking
thoughtful
questions.
When asked
aloud, students’ questions invite
others to
share in the
quest of
the solution
or in the
answer to the
problem.
My ideal classroom creates a space and
the discussion opportunity for this to play out. As a teacher, I respond to
students’ questions, but my response is not always
an answer. Many times, I find that my answer to my
student’s questions is another question—a question to make them continue their journey. There is
an art to responding to a question. Without being
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evasive, I try to lead them. They know that I ask a
question so that they’ll feel the pride and satisfaction that comes when they discover the answer for
themselves. It is never the same feeling one gets
when the teacher solves the problem. That feeling of
self-accomplishment that comes through discovery
is powerful learning, and it encourages the students
to ask more, listen more, reflect, and continue learning. I work hard to provide an environment that
allows and encourages students to be comfortable
asking questions of me and their classmates. They
question each other, in a positive way when solutions don’t seem right. As a result, my students have
grown in their communication and presentation
skills, and have learned how to work as a team to
solve problems.
Thirdly, my vision of an ideal program is one that
contains skills that business desires in future workers. This interest is grounded in the Secretary’s
Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS)
report, which suggests that business wants workers who can work cooperatively, and communicate
both verbally and in written form. Working on these
skills in school eliminates the need for business to
provide after-hours classes on these skills in the
work-place.
To this end, my students are constantly in front of
the classroom presenting their work and explaining
their thinking. Business also wants workers who can
explore new solutions through lateral “out of the
box” thinking. I don’t teach algorithms with practice exercises followed by related word problems.
Students think about the problems from multiple
viewpoints.
Because they discuss the mathematics and the
strategies that might be useful, they tackle the
problem with determination. “No, not word problems. I hate doing word problems,” is what I used to

hear. One day, in contrast, I heard, “Can’t you give
us more real-life word problems in this section? I
understand better when I can put the mathematics
into context.”
This High Dive assignment which has the students
write up a complete and detailed solution to the
question, “When should the diver leave the Ferris wheel so as to land in the cart?”, is designed to
emphasize opportunities for students to engage in
the mathematical processes of:

•

modeling mathematical relations in problem
situations by using symbolic expressions—
representing important relationships, operating on symbolic expressions to gain understanding of the situation, and applying results
of mathematical analysis to solve the problem
and make decisions

and

•

communicating mathematical information
in verbal, numerical, graphical, and symbolic
forms and through physical models of mathematical principals.

I find these processes very important and necessary in order for students to improve upon their
reasoning skills.
Do you teach in an ideal program? Do you regularly have students asking you for real life problems
that give them a contextual way to understand
the math? Does your textbook have engaging word
problems that connect to the real world or another
school subject, or are the word problems more
procedural in nature? Do YOU end up doing most of
the work for the problem because the students don’t
know where or how to start and where to go with
the problem? Email me your story at sandie.gilliam@
comcast.net. Stay tuned! More on problems and
problem solving in the next issue of the CMT.
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Success with Tasks that Promote
Problem Solving
Joanie Funderburk, CCTM President

G

rowing up, my two sons were often subjected to math tasks at the kitchen table. Sometimes I provided tasks to supplement what they were
learning in school, to provide an additional challenge
or a different perspective than their course textbook. As they got older, I gave them tasks I wanted
to incorporate
in my own classroom, and
used their
thinking,
approaches,
and roadblocks to
help me plan
my instruction with my
students.
Reflecting
back on
these kitchen
table math
sessions, I
recall several tasks that
sparked
interest and
excitement in my kids.
Although
both are grown,
when they come
home to visit I’ll
still share a kitchen table math task I think they’d
find fun and will spark interesting dinner conversation. Reflecting on the best of these, I’d categorize
them as tasks that promote reasoning and problem
solving.
In Principles to Actions, NCTM reminds us that
“Effective teaching of mathematics engages students
in solving and discussing tasks that promote mathematical reasoning and problem solving and allow
multiple entry points and varied solution strategies
(p. 17).” We can see an obvious connection to the
Standard for Mathematical Practice 1: “Make sense
of problems and persevere in solving them,” and a
rich task will also provide the opportunity for students to engage with other math practices, such as
SMP 2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively, SMP 5:
Use appropriate tools strategically, and SMP 7: Look
for and make use of structure. Teachers can learn a
lot about how a student is thinking mathematically
by watching them completing a rich task, and knowing how they are thinking helps substantially in
moving them closer to deep understanding of mathematics. When a task is closed, with a narrow entry
point and limiting solutions to a single approach,
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we might only be able to discern whether students
can or cannot complete that approach, and we have
less actionable information for instruction with that
student.
Closed task: Find the perimeter of a rectangle
with length 12 cm and width 4 cm.
Open task: Construct three different rectangles
with a perimeter of 32 cm.
Although a strong task is necessary, simply presenting students with the task does not guarantee
that deep thinking and reasoning will occur. Teachers’ use of probing questions and instructional
moves that keep the thinking as the student’s responsibility are more likely to result in problem solving and reasoning with the task.
For instance, I recently revived kitchen table
math with my son Logan and his girlfriend using the Packing a Truck task from the Shell
Center (http://map.mathshell.org/lessons.
php?unit=6310&collection=8). The problem asks
students to determine the number of 50 cm x 60
cm x 80 cm boxes that can be packed into a truck
whose interior dimensions are 245 cm x 250 cm x
890 cm. A logical approach is to divide the volume
of the truck by the volume of one box; however, this
approach doesn’t consider the arrangement of the
boxes within the interior of the truck, and therefore falls short of the actual maximum number of
boxes. When Logan cranked out this calculation,
his girlfriend asked, “How would you actually load
those boxes into the truck?” This (brilliant!) question forced Logan to think and reason more carefully
about his approach.
In using rich tasks with students in the classroom,
it is important that we anticipate student responses
and plan strategic questions that will further their
thinking, rather than direct them down a specific
path that may or may not align with their own understanding. The Shell Center and other high-quality
resources for rich math tasks often provide sample
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questions that teachers can use during instruction,
and using these types of questions frequently will
help us to come up with them on our own.

In her recent publication, Mathematical Mindsets, Jo Boaler suggests six questions that can help
teachers create or adapt tasks that support problem
solving and reasoning:
1. Can you open the task to encourage multiple
methods, pathways, and representations?
2. Can you make it an inquiry task?
3. Can you ask the problem before teaching the
method?
4. Can you add a visual component?
5. Can you make it low floor and high ceiling?
6. Can you add the requirement to convince and
reason?
Boaler does point out that it is not necessary
to attend to all six questions each time, but she is
“confident in saying every task will be made richer
by paying attention to at least one of the … six questions (p. 77).”

My younger son Logan and his girlfriend humoring me with kitchen table
math in October, 2016.

One of the biggest challenges facing classroom
teachers is the lack of rich math tasks within their
curricular resources. This can create a feeling of
pressure to create tasks from scratch—a difficult ask
of anyone, let alone a busy math teacher! Although
there are some great online sources of strong tasks,
such as NCTM’s Illuminations, Achieve the Core,
Illustrative Mathematics, the Shell Center’s Mathematics Assessment Project, and Dan Meyer’s
blog, it is also quite possible for teachers to make
reasonable adaptations to their existing materials to
provide better opportunities for students to reason
and problem solve.

Many of you are already finding success with tasks
that promote reasoning and problem solving in your
own classrooms. Some of you may be struggling to
get started. Either way, know that your students will
benefit from your work to include these experiences,
and that I—and the entire Board of the Colorado
Council of Teachers of Mathematics—appreciate the
hard work you do each and every day!
References
(2014). Principles to actions: Ensuring mathematical
success for all. Reston, VA: NCTM, National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics.
Boaler, J. (2016). Mathematical mindsets: Unleashing students’ potential through creative math, inspiring messages, and innovative teaching. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
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IN THE CLASSROOM

Tasks that Promote Problem Solving
Wendy Ward Hoffer, PEBC

It takes ¾ cup of sugar to make one pie. If Ms. R has
four cups of sugar, does she have enough to make 5 pies?

T

his was the rich task that engaged Ms.
Rosenberg’s fifth graders for nearly two hours
this morning. Initially, the class claimed there would
certainly not be enough sugar for the five pies. After
diligent work deciphering the meaning of numerators, denominators and multiplication of fractions,
drawing and modelling and labelling, discussing and
deciding, learners changed their thinking: indeed,
there would be enough sugar—in fact 3 ¾ cups was
required to make all five pies.

This task is one of dozens Ms. Rosenberg presents
to students each year to invoke their mathematical
genius. Sometime she grabs tasks right out of her
school’s math curriculum; at other times she borrows them from online resources. Often she conjures them from her own creativity by modifying existing tasks while keeping an eye on the standards.
So what makes a rich, juicy task that can deeply
engage learners in thinking and understanding
important mathematical ideas? In my experience
working with K–12 math teachers keen to challenge
students as thinkers, I have found that a great task:
• offers varied entry points,
• is open-endedness, and
• invites multiple representations.
Varied Entry Points
In order to succeed as mathematicians, everyone
needs a foothold. A task with varied entry points is
a task that welcomes less confident math learners to
get started. We open entry points by putting mathematics into contexts students can understand, using
friendly numbers, welcoming thinking, and focusing
on ideas rather than simply seeking solutions.
Sometimes the entry point is not in the print
version of the task itself but rather the way it is
6 CCTM Winter 2017

presented to students: building or reviewing background knowledge before launching a work time,
modelling varied approaches to beginning the task
(without identifying a solitary strategy), or offering
learners a chance to think alone, then partner with
peers, can each offer options for beginning. Some
teachers even allow students to decide how they
want to proceed: start independently, or stick with
the teacher on the rug. Differentiating by process in
these ways can invite all learners to find their own
starting place.
Open-Ended
Math education expert Dr. Jo Boaler describes effective tasks as those that have a “low floor and high
ceiling.” The high ceiling is the open-endedness that
invites all learners to demonstrate understanding
to the greatest possible extent in their own unique
ways. Open-ended problems are those that invite
learners not only to solve mathematical situations
but also to articulate their thinking and ideas.
In order to make a typical problem more openended, we might ask questions that could be interpreted differently, look for how a specific scenario
illustrates a common pattern, or present layered
inquiries that continue to challenge motivated
mathematicians. Open-ended tasks are intrinsically
motivating because they get us and keep us thinking; there is no such thing as, “done.”
Multiple Representations
Another way to enliven tasks is to open doors to
diverse ways of knowing, and to invite learners to
express themselves by more than one means. Their
work and solutions could come in the form of models, pictures, tables, diagrams, narrative, graphs,
arithmetic, cartoons, slides, movies, and more.
When we invite learners to share what they know in
a variety of formats, this nudges them to go beyond
a “right” answer and instead to figure out how to
best explain their thinking. Deep discourse with
peers can help thinkers hone their understanding
and refine their communication skills.
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So, how do we actually do this, provide multiple
entry points, offer open-ended inquiries, and invite
multiple representations in the context of authentic
math learning? I recently developed a sample lesson
based around the task, Painted Cubes:
Imagine a large cube made up from 27 small red
cubes. Imagine dipping the large cube into a pot of yellow paint so the whole outer surface is covered, and then
breaking the cube up into its small cubes. How many of
the small cubes will have yellow paint on their faces?
Will they all look the same? (Source: https://nrich.
maths.org/2322)
To create more space in this problem for learners
at all levels, I decided to expand the entry points:
rather than presenting merely a 3x3x3 cube, I invited participants to consider a series of cubes starting with 2x2x2 on up to 5x5x5. I offered learners
a data table to record, for each cube, how many of
their component cubes had one, two and three sides
painted, then to explore what patterns they could
discover and describe algebraically.
To scaffold success, I modelled the search for patterns and how we might describe those by algebraic

rules using a different data set. I also offered omnifix cubes with which students could build representations, and allowed them to choose their own
partners. The focus of our reflective conversation at
the close of the work time was not what everyone
“got” in each box of the data table, but rather on
what patterns they had discerned and how we could
describe those using algebraic equations. Participants recorded their thinking using three-dimensional models, two-dimensional drawings, tables,
equations and more.
This is but one example of how multiple entry
points, open-endedness, and an invitation to use
multiple representations moved an already interesting math task to something juicy and accessible for
diverse learners.
Wendy Ward Hoffer, Senior Director, Education
for the Denver-based Public Education & Business
Coalition (PEBC), is the author of Minds on Mathematics (Heinemann, 2012) and three other books
on teaching math and science for understanding. A
former middle school math and science teacher, she
now designs and facilitates teacher professional
learning. Email her at whoffer@pebc.org or follow her on twitter @wendywardhoffer
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IN THE CLASSROOM

Promoting Class Discourse with
Warm Up Routines
Lisa Bejarano, Aspen Valley High School

T

he single change I’ve made to my teaching, that has had the greatest impact on the
culture of my classes, is my implementation of warm
up routines. Creating a structure where students
engage in a different task type at the start of each
class throughout the week has provided needed
predictability and foundation at the start of a class
period. Warm-ups provide a safe opportunity for me
to experiment with new instructional strategies and
for students to think differently about mathematics. These routines also allow me to develop a better
understanding of my students as learners, mathematicians, and individuals.

We have all experienced the start of a class where
students are out of their seats and off task. Class
then begins with arguing or punishing students to
get them on task. Over time, it is exhausting and
results in an adversarial relationship with students.
Warm up routines can change this. My classes now
begin with students telling
ME what to do. For example,
on Tuesday mornings, teachers at my school have a staff
meeting which ends about
five minutes before class be8 CCTM Winter 2017

gins. I always get to my room to find a crowd of students waiting at my door. I still need to start up my
computer and projector, and get my plans for the day
together. Students tell me to go to visualpatterns.
com so that they can study the pattern of the week.
While they are arguing over how they see the pattern
growing, and developing a formula to represent it, I
can set up and get organized for the day, while listening to their conversations.
Jessica Minahan and Nancy Rappaport, authors
of The behavior code: A practical guide to understanding
and teaching the most challenging students say:
“The National Institutes of Health (NIH) reports
that one in four thirteen–eighteen year olds has
had an anxiety disorder in their lifetime. Understanding the role anxiety plays in a student’s
behavior is crucial and using preventive strategies are key to successful intervention. Effective
behavior plans for these students must avoid the
reward and punishment-based consequences
from traditional behavior plans and focus instead
on the use of preventive strategies.”

Minahan also researched and identified transitions and unstructured time in school as the times of
highest anxiety for students. With anxiety, working
memory plummets, making it very difficult to recall
or retain information. The beginning of a class period
is a critical time to set the stage for class, and warm
up routines can be a critical component in addressing
student anxiety and creating a predictable and safe
class environment.
A word of caution
Thoughtful selection
and sequencing of warm
up tasks are critical to
their effectiveness. In
my first few years of
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teaching I employed warm ups as defined by the
textbook at the beginning of each section. I was not
usually excited about
the task, and very few
students learned from
their implementation. I
do not advocate for the
use of warm-ups for the
sake of working bell to
bell. We need, instead,
to believe in what we are
doing, because students
can tell. Careful consideration and warm up task
selection in advance can
affect the entire dynamic
of the class, the relationship you have with your
students, and their relationships with each other
and with the content.
Let’s get serious about what is important in
mathematics education. I had a successful career as
an engineer before becoming a teacher, but my first
few years of teaching I had to work hard to learn
the content that I was assigned to teach. I realized
that the specific content standards, particularly in
high school mathematics, are not really required
knowledge to be a successful adult. Mastering the

Standards for Mathematical Practice, however, are
critical for success in any future career, and they
are challenging to teach.
I decided to make it my
goal to learn how to incorporate these practice
standards into warm up
routines, in hopes that
it would permeate into
other aspects of my teaching and student learning.
Logistics
I developed and use a
weekly warm up sheet to
keep me on track throughout the week. In determining which activities to
include, I consider which skills would best support
my students learning and perception of the content
each quarter. I also look for strategies that would extend my teaching repertoire and that I am excited to
try with my students. Be sure to think strategically
about logistics to ensure maintenance of the routine
with fidelity. For example, I have a meeting right
before school starts on Tuesdays, so I am careful to
put an activity on Tuesday morning that requires
the least amount of advance preparation.
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I use a timer (I love the Datexx Miracle Cube Timer because it is quick and easy to use), and a random
name picker (see flippity.net) to call on students.
This sample warm up sheet contains the five activities that I use often and that have impacted my
teaching the most. (Once I determine the routine
for the quarter, I make enough copies of the warm
up sheet for each student per week for the quarter
and keep them in an easily accessible location with
the student materials.) On Mondays, students know
to get a new warm up sheet for themselves as they
enter the class. At the end of each week, students
turn in their warm up sheet. On Fridays after school
and during lunch, I review their warm up sheets and
respond to students with feedback or commentary.
The best part, and a key component to the success of warm ups for me, is not grading them! I take
them seriously and expect every student to participate. I make sure to take the time to respond to
a few of their thoughts each week. Students use a
section in their binder to keep all of their returned
warm up sheets. I circulate the room as they work,
and it becomes a part of the class culture. If a student is absent, they simply skip the day they missed
and pick up with the class when they return.
Many Methods Monday
This idea
is from
Christopher
Danielson’s
book, Which
One Doesn’t
Belong, used
with images
from the
site wodb.ca
maintained
by Mary
Bourassa.
I use
this activity to begin each week because there
are no incorrect answers. All of the images can
not belong. I facilitate this activity by projecting
an image of four representations that I either select from the site wodb.ca or that I have created
to align with upcoming content. Then I use the
timer to allow 3 minutes of silent think time, where
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students are
encouraged
to write
down ideas
describing
why each
quadrant
does not
belong.
Randomly
selected students share
a reason for
each quadrant not
belonging, while I record their ideas on the board
and students record on their sheet. This continues
until all student thinking is exhausted.
Why I love it
This routine support students developing a
growth mindset and seeing content from a variety
of perspectives. It specifically supports Mathematical Practice Standard #3: construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of others, because students
have to develop justifications for their thinking. Additionally, students must attend to precision (SMP 6)
and look for and make use of structure (SMP 7) in the
selected images.
Tough Patterns Tuesday
Fawn Nguyen started the website visualpatterns.
org, with help from others. There are currently 215
different visual patterns. While having tried a variety of formats facilitating student development of a
formula for the nth term, I learned not to require a
specific technique to guide student thinking.
The following guiding questions are used to support the development of a formula for the general
case:
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1. What comes next? Draw a picture, or write an
explanation.
2. How do you see this growing?
3. What would the 10th term look like?
4. Is this linear, quadratic, exponential, or none
of these?

The process of finding a formula to represent the
general case is accessible to all students. While not
every student develops a formula every time, all can
develop an idea about what comes next and describe
how they see it growing. It is a low-floor high-ceiling
task that is easily differentiable.
What Do You Think Wednesday

This idea was developed by Andrew Stadel. He
created a website, estimation180.com, that now
has over 200 estimation tasks. Before implementing
these activities, I initiate a discussion comparing and
The scariest part in facilitating discussion around
contrasting an estimate and a guess, in order to adthese patterns is that I usually do not select the patdress students who avoid mathematical reasoning.
tern in advance, and I have no idea whether or not I
Each task begins with an opening image or video,
can develop a formula for the nth term. It has been
and then I call on students to share their thoughts
the best thing for me, as it brings my focus from getand reasoning on the upper and lower bounds for
ting a formula to listening to student thinking and
our estimate. Once we agree on the “too high” and
making connections between their representations.
“too low” values, students have about 3 minutes to
We don’t always get to an explicit formula to reprethink. They are allowed to walk up to the projected
sent the pattern, and that’s just fine. It is important
image on the board and make any counting or meathat students know that math is not always so neat
surements they think will be helpful. Students must
and tidy as to be resolved in a brief warm up activinclude some type of reasoning with their estimate.
ity.
5. Develop an equation to represent this scenario.

In facilitating a
visual pattern warm
up, I follow the format
described in Smith and
Stein’s book: 5 Practices
for Orchestrating Productive Mathematics
Discussions. Giving students 3–5 minutes to
think (using the timer), I sequence their ideas in an
effort to help students make connections between
formulas and how they see the patterns growing.
Why I love it
Developing a formula to represent a pattern is the
gateway to algebraic thinking. This routine supports
the following Standards for Mathematical Practice:
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
7. Look for and make use of structure.

The solution is usually met with student excitement, yelling, and laughing. Students calculate their
percent error in the hopes that their estimation skills
and number sense improve over time.
Why I love it
The estimation task promotes a positive class
culture and leads to discussion about which variables are important in measurement. This routine
also supports development of a growth mindset
in students because it encourages risk taking, and
demonstrates that a mistake with reasoning is a
key component to learning. The estimation routine
supports the following Standards for Mathematical
Practice:
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them.
CCTM Winter 2017 11
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2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
Think Through This Thursday
Number talks support number sense and flexible
thinking. I:

•
•
•
•

write a problem on the board and students
are prompted to mentally evaluate it, giving a
subtle signal when they are done,
write ALL student answers on the board,
allow them a minute to write their thinking
on their warm up sheets, and then
randomly call on them to explain their thinking out loud, while I record it on the board.

Their peers also have to write down each other’s
methods in order to promote better listening and to
make connections between methods. Many students
think of math as a set of rules and algorithms to
execute in proper order. Number talks help students
dispel this myth and develop an improved understanding of the relationships between numbers.
Other resources for number talks include this
video from Jo Boaler (part of her online class, How
to Learn Math,) and the book, Making Number Talks
Matter: Developing Mathematical Practices and Deepening Understanding, Grades 4–10 by Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker.
Why I love it
Students begin to feel comfortable verbalizing
their thinking in math class and develop a deeper
understanding of the relationships between numbers. The following Standards for Mathematical
Practice are addressed:
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively,
6. Attend to precision, and
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Find the Flub Friday
Throughout each week, I use my phone to take
pictures of students’ more common errors. By the
end of the week, I have a collection of mistakes from
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each class for the current content. This structure is
based on the My Favorite No: Learning from Mistakes
video from the Teaching Channel. On Friday mornings, I project an image of a mistake from a student
in the class. I’ve learned that there is more student
buy-in with this routine when it is work they recently completed and the mistake is from someone in
the room. Students then complete the problem on
their own, trying to identify the error. This school
year, I added space for students to classify the type
of error in order to direct more constructive discussion around these mistakes. I use the error classifications developed by Sarah Carter—careless,
computation, precision, and problem solving. Next,
students classify the mistake and justify their classification.
Why I love it
Find the Flub Fridays help support students
learning from their mistakes and development of
a growth mindset while reinforcing content understanding. Classifying the error helps focus discussion on the error and away from the student who
made the error. This task supports Standards for
Mathematical Practice 1, 2, 3 and 6.
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
6. Attend to precision.
Selecting a routine for your students
This article discusses five options of warm ups
only to illustrate the types of structures that I have
found effective in helping me and my students
become better mathematicians. Of course, there are
many more possibilities for warm up structures, and
you should select a format that you can be excited
about implementing.
Steve Leinwand said, “It is unreasonable to ask a
professional to change much more than 10 percent a
year, but it is unprofessional to change by much less
than 10 percent a year.” I encourage you to make
this your 10 percent. It is a small change that has
lasting impacts in the culture of your class and your
growth as a teaching professional.

Colorado Mathematics Teacher
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Rough-Draft
Talk in Mathematics
Rough-Draft
Talk in
Classrooms

Mathematics Classrooms

Amanda Jansen, Brandy Cooper, Stefanie Vascellaro, Philip Wandless

Amanda Jansen, Brandy Cooper, Stefanie Vascellaro, and Philip Wandless

t

Tricia (a seventh grader): I’m kind of
really shy, so I’m, like, super conscious
about when it comes to answering in
front of people. . . . I was, like, always
nervous that it would be wrong
( Jansen 2006, p. 416).

Edited by Alessandra King, alessandra
.king@holton-arms.edu, Holton-Arms
School, Bethesda, Maryland, and Julie
Amador, jamador@uidaho.edu, University
of Idaho, Coeur d’Alene. Readers are encouraged to submit manuscripts through
http://mtms.msubmit.net.

Some students are reluctant to participate in whole-class discussions. But
if they do not participate, their peers
will not learn from them. During
discussions, many students believe that
they should perform a “final draft” of
correct and complete solutions ( Jansen
2009). How can we create a classroom
culture that supports continued learning during classroom discourse?
Exploratory (or rough-draft) talk is
one such productive strategy. Learning anything new involves “working
on understanding” (Barnes 2008, p. 3).
Rough-draft talk looks like false starts,
expressions of uncertainty, and incomplete or imperfect sentences.
Rough-draft talk is talking to learn.
Familiar to students from language
arts, rough-draft talk occurs when
ideas become more connected and
organized. Similar to writing, roughdraft talk is an iterative process.
Creating a normative practice of
rough-draft talk supports the engagement of more students. If rough-draft
talk is valued, brainstormed ideas are
welcomed. More students are likely

to take risks rather than freeze during
challenging tasks. Valuing a wider
range of contributions invites greater
involvement, in contrast to the same
students who participate frequently or
not at all.
When teachers create spaces for
rough-draft talk, they continue to
choose mathematical tasks that promote particular understandings, but
they adjust their classroom discourse
practices. For instance, to promote
rough-draft talk, teachers talk more
explicitly about how people learn and
the role of talk in learning, highlighting that learning takes time and that
talking through in-progress ideas
supports learning. Three principles
and practices support rough-draft talk.
(See table 1.)
Principle 1: Foster a culture
supportive of intellectual risk taking.

Explicitly tagging initial discussions of
solutions as “rough drafts” encourages
students to share in-progress thinking.
This tagging reduces the threat of being wrong. A nonevaluative stance by
the teacher empowers students.
To create a culture of risk taking, a
teacher used a nonevaluative routine
to discuss students’ thinking. She
displayed a task and directed students
to first use rough-draft talk in small
groups. Groups shared initial ideas
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(rough-draft presentations) at a document camera, and the solutions were
not evaluated. Students asked questions of their peers only when they
needed clarification.
Next, students returned to their
groups and revised their thinking
toward final-draft solutions, comparing their original ideas to presenters’ ideas. During a second round of
presentations (final drafts), students
were encouraged to critique their
peers’ approaches. Then the teacher
asked questions to guide students’
thinking while highlighting important ideas.
The teacher posed the task in
figure 1 to her sixth graders. She
expected students to struggle with
deciding on the correct operation
for the problem: multiplication or
division. When directing students
to work in small groups, the teacher
said, “This is just your rough-draft
thinking right now.” Students drafted
solutions on dry-erase boards.
Before students shared rough-draft
thinking at the document camera, the
teacher said, “Remember, this is just
our rough draft, so we’re not going to
say if they’re right or wrong. But we
might want to ask some questions.”
When members of two groups
illustrated finding an answer of 10 by
multiplying 5/6 by 12, a peer asked,
“Why did you choose to multiply?”
The presenter responded, “I feel
like it would be a quicker way.”
Another group’s rough-draft thinking involved converting 5/6 of a foot
and 12 feet to inches. While showing the calculations at the document
camera, a student explained, “We took
the 12 and did 12 times 12 and got
144. And then we did 2 times 5, which
is 10, and then did 10 divided into 144
and got 14 pieces.”
A student asked, “Why did you
divide 10 into 144? How come you
did not multiply 144 and 10?”
The presenter explained, “We

Table 1 These three principles and practices support rough-draft talk.
Principles

Practices

1. Foster a culture supportive of
intellectual risk taking.

Tag talk as rough drafts. Engage in
nonevaluative sharing prior to critique.

2. Promote the belief that learnProvide opportunities for students to revise
ing mathematics involves revising their thinking.
understanding over time.
3. Raise students’ statuses by
expanding on what counts as a
valuable contribution.

Strategically call on students with
helpful in-progress ideas and position
them as competent mathematics students.
Explicitly identify instances of in-progress
ideas that helped the class move forward
in its understanding.

Fig. 1 This division of fractions task was designed to have a remainder, with the
expectation that sixth-grade students would struggle with deciding which operations
to use.
Lucy is making bracelets using ribbon. She has a ribbon that is 12 feet long.
Each bracelet needs a piece of ribbon that is 5/6 of a foot long. How many
pieces will she be able to cut?

Fig. 2 This task promoted revision.
My Favorite Rough Draft
Directions: Read and answer the problem with your shoulder partner. Explain
whether the expression on the left side of the equal sign is equivalent to the
expression on the right side. Show all work.
14x2 + 6 – 9x2 + 4x = 9x2 + 6

would get too high of a number if we
did that [multiplied 10 times 144].”
The tag of “rough-draft” thinking
promoted an open space for exploring initial solutions. A second round
of group work followed. During final
draft discussions, all groups decided
that division was the appropriate
operation and that the answer should
be 14 instead of 10.
Principle 2: Promote the belief
that learning mathematics involves
revising understanding over time.

Revising mathematical thinking
promotes learning through refining
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ideas. To enact the routine of “My
Favorite Rough Draft,” the class
revised a student’s explanation. (“My
Favorite Rough Draft” is a modification of “My Favorite No,” https://
www.teachingchannel.org/videos/
class-warm-up-routine, in which a
teacher analyzes a student’s error.)
During revision, the class affirmed
what was initially productive about
the explanation.
Students received a task on paper
that had been inserted into a plastic
sheet cover (see fig. 2). They wrote
initial explanations in pairs and then
used overhead projector pens to write

MATHEMATICS TEACHING IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
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Student: But then you have to think
about it. You can’t do an exponent
if you’re using . . . so, it’s 5x to
the second power. You can’t do
5x to the second power plus 4x.
It doesn’t work. Because 4x, it
would have to go to the second
power. You can’t add a second
power to that.
After writing a first draft, students
received peer feedback, in which two
pairs exchanged explanations. Next,
the class revised one explanation: the
teacher’s favorite (anonymous) rough
draft. All together, they discussed how
to revise toward a final draft using
more precise language.
Principle 3: Raise students’ statuses
by expanding on what counts as a
valuable contribution.

When rough-draft talk is recognized
as valuable for supporting learning,
then more students can be positioned
as competent mathematical thinkers
(Cohen and Lotan 2014; Featherstone
et al. 2011; Horn 2012). A teacher can
ask a student to share, even if he or
she is struggling to understand. In so
doing, the teacher is making a public
306

statement that this rough-draft talk is
useful for the class’s learning.
An opportunity to raise a student’s status occurred when a class
discussed qualitative graphs about
speed depending on time. The teacher conjectured that when students
first graph this situation, they would
graph elevation versus time. (See
fig. 3.) Students might draw an uphill line to initially represent pedaling
uphill (rather than a downhill line
to represent speed decreasing over
time). Qualitative graphs can be used
informally to get students to explore
motion and recognize a change in
rate at points.
A student shared her graph with
the class. The teacher noticed that
Jakeel wondered about it, so she
called on Jakeel to share his roughdraft talk.
Jakeel: About the part that’s going
down. How can you write that
when you’re already at the top of
the hill? You’re on your way up, but
the straight line is above the top of
the hill. You can’t start on the top
of the hill if you’re going up.
Teacher: Can anyone answer that? It’s
a good question.
Jakeel: The part that’s going down is
at the top of the hill. How can you
be above the top of the hill? That
means you’d have to be in the air.
Teacher: Come show us the points
that you’re talking about.
Jakeel: [ Jakeel is at the overhead
projector and points to the lowest
point on the graph.] Right here.
If that’s the top of the hill, how
can it be up here [pointing to the
straight line for constant speed]?
It would be in the air. [See fig. 4.]
Student: Because the y-axis is the
speed. Not the hill [elevation], but
the speed.
After continued discussion, the
teacher explicitly pointed out how

MATHEMATICS TEACHING IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
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Fig. 3 This graph elicited a discussion
about speed versus time.

Sketch the graph that represents
your bike ride if you first rode at
a constant speed and then you
went up an incline of the side of a
hill. Once at the top, you gradually
increased your speed as you went
down the hill.

Speed

on nonpermanent surfaces. This
process promotes exploratory work
(Liljedahl 2016).
This teacher wanted students to
analyze the error in figure 2, but she
wanted students to go beyond
catching the error to elaborate on
meanings underlying procedures.
She also wanted to promote mathematically precise language, such as
“combine like terms,” and the use
of vocabulary, such as coefficient,
constant, variable, expression, and
exponent. Students’ initial explanations were assumed to be in roughdraft form. The students discussed
initial explanations with a partner.
An example of such rough-draft talk
follows:

Time

Jakeel’s question allowed the class to
have a better understanding of speed
versus time.
Teacher: How many people thought
similarly to Jakeel at first?
[Students raise hands.] See, you’re
not alone. It helped everyone to
talk about this and understand it.
Jakeel’s contribution was publicly
treated as helpful and productive for
the class. His rough-draft talk helped
other students clarify their thinking.

ACROSS THE CLASSROOMS
Explicit promotion of rough-draft
talk takes productive classroom
discourse to a higher level because
it provides a safe space for students
to develop understanding. When
teachers developed new routines for
nonevaluative sharing and promoted
public revisions, students’ in-progress
thinking was positioned as valuable.
Such actions went going beyond the
classrooms’ typical discourse. When
these teachers asked their students
how they felt about being incorrect
in front of their peers, they made
comments like these:

Vol. 22, No. 5, December 2016/January 2017
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Fig. 4 Jakeel’s confusion was alleviated when a peer explained that the y-axis

Speed

represented the speed, not the hill elevation.

Time

• “I like it even when I’m wrong,
because I learn from my group and
get better.”
• “It was a mistake that everyone
makes. No big deal. Just fix it.
Everyone will know that you might
need help, and they will support
you and teach you.”
Engaging students in rough-draft
talk promotes learning because
whole-class discussion can foster
understanding.
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Curricular Coherence in the Age
of Open Educational Resources
Matt Larson, NCTM President

F

rom its very founding, NCTM has actively
promoted the use of highquality curricular materials
to support effective mathematics teaching and student
learning. A critical feature of
high-quality curricular materials is that they are coherent. Coherence, with respect
to mathematics curriculum,
generally means that connections are clear and receive emphasis from one year to the next, from one
concept to another, and from one representation to
another. High-quality materials are coherent pedagogically, logically, and conceptually.

The increasing availability of online instructional
materials—some of which are of high quality and
some of which are not, and many of which can be
downloaded at no cost—has added a new dimension
to the curricular landscape for mathematics teachers and school districts. Some of the most engaging
conversations about mathematics teaching today
are taking place within online communities where
teachers share instructional resources and ideas
that they have either created themselves or found
on their own online. A recent survey by the RAND
Corporation found that the vast majority of math
teachers, at both the elementary and secondary
levels, reported they used materials that they
developed or selected themselves to implement the
Common Core State Standards for mathematics.
There is no question that this practice is widespread.

More than 15 years ago, NCTM enunciated the
Curriculum Principle in Principles and Standards for
School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000): “A curriculum
is more than a collection of activities: it must be
coherent, focused on important mathematics, and
well articulated across the grades.” Fourteen years
later, NCTM reinforced the importance of curricular
coherence in Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success for All (NCTM, 2014): “An excellent
mathematics program includes a curriculum that
develops important mathematics along coherent
learning progressions and develops connections
among areas of mathematical study and between
mathematics and the real world.”

The dilemma is that while districts, schools, and
teachers have greater access than ever to tools and
resources for selecting and developing instructional
materials, the skill required to develop a high-quality curriculum is both complex and often underappreciated. The widespread availability of online tasks
therefore makes having and working with a coherent curriculum at the school and district level even
more important because it is the curriculum that
establishes the learning goals in a coherent progression and helps teachers see and understand the
multiple pathways that students might take through
the progression.

NCTM is certainly not alone in advocating curricular coherence. The authors of the Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics identified coherence as one of their guiding principles and organized
the content standards into clusters and domains
that weave content together from grade to grade or
topic to topic to make conceptual connections and
coherence more obvious to teachers and curriculum
developers alike.

NCTM itself has published online materials that
provide examples of curricular resources that encourage teachers to integrate high-quality mathematical tasks and problems into their mathematics
instruction. These materials stand as examples for
teachers and schools in cases where the core materials may lack highly engaging, high-cognitive
demand tasks or lessons. NCTM’s recent publication of exemplar Activities with Rigor and Coher-
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ence (ARCs) is an example of one such online
resource. Each ARC is a series of lessons that addresses a mathematical topic and demonstrates
the vision of instruction that Principles to Actions describes in detail. ARCs integrate a wide array
of NCTM resources and include community features
that offer opportunities for social interaction,
feedback, and ratings.
Ideally, teachers who select online instructional
resources and engage in online community discussions would not be working in isolation but within
well-developed professional learning communities
in their schools. This sustained colleague-to-colleague communication would increase the likelihood
of the selection of high-quality tasks that fit within
mathematical learning trajectories and support the
school and district’s curricular goals for students.
Whether such collaborative task selection is feasible
or not, the selection of online materials should be
done in such a way that the instructional materials
used in classrooms are situated within an overall
coherent curriculum. That lessens the chance that
students’ learning experiences devolve into a mere
“collection of activities” rather than a coherent, welldesigned curriculum.
Stated very simply, the danger in online curricular
selection is the undercutting of curricular coherence
by the introduction of disjointed tasks that are of
questionable quality, do not fit within the mathematical learning progression, and are incoherent.

Perhaps the greatest danger is the potential for vast
inconsistencies in instruction and highly variable
learning experiences for students that in turn can
lead to differences in student learning outcomes.
Without question, curricular coherence is highlighted and enhanced when teachers work collaboratively and regularly with colleagues at the
school level to plan instruction, implement the task,
anticipate student work, respond to student learning needs, and provide consistency in curricular
aims and instruction for students—no matter what
teacher students might be assigned. Easy access to
online tasks and communities makes the need to
work collaboratively with colleagues in local professional learning communities more critical than ever
before in the interest of safeguarding consistency in
student learning experiences and outcomes.
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Four Things to Look Forward
to in 2017
Raymond Johnson, CDE Mathematics Content Specialist

A

s we welcome a new year, I thought I’d
take a moment to share four things I’m looking forward to in 2017.
1. Progress Towards Licensure Endorsements in Elementary Mathematics
Last November, a committee representing math
teachers, math specialists, and math educators from
higher education came together to define what could
become one or more future licensure endorsements
in elementary mathematics. Using AMTE’s Standards
for Elementary Mathematics Specialists as a firm
foundation, the committee debated the content,
pedagogy, leadership, and considerations of equity
needed to advance the teaching of elementary mathematics in Colorado. The committee’s recommendations will be reviewed by CDE’s Office of Educator
Preparation, Licensing and Endorsement before
being proposed to the State Board of Education for
adoption. Should one or more new endorsements be
approved, you should expect to see enhanced opportunities for math teacher education at the elementary level and a stronger system of support for the
teaching of elementary mathematics.
2. Transition to the SAT

This April, Colorado 10th graders will be taking the
PSAT while 11th graders take the SAT. In preparing
for a new exam, it’s important to remind ourselves
that a primary driver of this change was the desire
for shorter high school tests. With the PSAT and
SAT, we now will spend considerably less time testing in 10th and 11th grade than with the previous
combination of PARCC and ACT. Shorter tests naturally assess less content, and there’s a shared concern about how teachers and schools might adjust
their curriculum and instruction for the PSAT and
SAT. The switch to PSAT and SAT was not driven by a
desire to address fewer standards, or a desire for stu20 CCTM Winter 2017

dents to learn less. My advice is the same as it was
before the testing switch: for best results – meaning
what’s best for students – let the standards be your
guide. Put your efforts into the thoughtful construction and implementation of engaging curriculum
that integrates the content and practice standards.
And do it every day. It will get you and your students
farther than chasing test scores.
3. NCTM’s High School Mathematics Task Force
As a high school math teacher, sometimes I
feel like high school math hasn’t gotten the same
amount of careful attention as earlier grades. When
NCTM released its Curriculum Focal Points in 2006,
they were only for PreK-8. The Common Core State
Standards gave us grade-by-grade guidance until
high school, at which point they divided high school
into subjects rather than grades or courses. There’s
a pattern of this going back to at least 1989, when
NCTM’s original standards committee chose to
focus on a “mathematics for all” message instead of
tackling the issue of traditional vs. Integrated high
school math curricula. Although more students take
more advanced math than ever, we know there are
rough edges to high school math that aren’t easily smoothed: statistics and data analysis is often
uncomfortably wedged in wherever we can make it
fit, it can be difficult to find coherence across all the
topics that end up in Algebra 2, and the culminating math course for many students is Precalculus,
a course that is designed as a prerequisite, not a
conclusion.
NCTM has convened a task force to re-examine
high school mathematics. At this point we don’t
know what their recommendations will look like, but
their stated goals are to identify a range of problems
facing us in high school mathematics and give recommendations for addressing those problems. The
task force will build from the Common Core State
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Standards, Principles to Actions, and the Focus in
High School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sensemaking work that NCTM did in 2009-2011 when most
of the math education world was focused on Common Core implementation. Perhaps now is the right
time for NCTM to take on this work, and I’m hopeful that the task force puts forth recommendations
that solidly move high school math in positive and
productive directions.
4. Review and Revision of the Colorado Academic
Standards
I anticipate the biggest story in math education
for Colorado in 2017 will be the review and revision of the Colorado Academic Standards. The State
Board of Education has the statutory authority to
approve any revisions to the standards. Much of the
work on the standards will take place in 2017, and
the State Board’s approval can be expected by July

2018. The review and revision will be a big story, but
not because legislation demands big changes to the
standards. The six-year standards review cycle provided by the CAP4K legislation gives us an opportunity to revise and refine our standards over time.
The size and scope of the changes to mathematics
and the other subject areas will primarily be driven
by the public input we receive, the considerations
of stakeholder committees, and, ultimately, the vision of the State Board of Education. I encourage all
CCTM members to take an active role in the process, whether it’s volunteering for committee work,
providing feedback during comment periods, or
working with your CCTM representatives to ensure
the process is done with teachers’ and students’ best
interests in mind. Let’s make the standards review
and revision a big story for the way we collectively
and successfully take on big tasks.
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AWARDS

2016 CCTM Awards: Celebrating
Colorado’s Outstanding Math Teachers
Rachel Risley, Awards Chair

T

he Colorado Council of Teachers of Mathematics (CCTM) is always proud to celebrate the
accomplishments of our colleagues in the mathematics teaching and learning community. This year CCTM
had the honor of celebrating the accomplishments of
six Teaching Awardees and two Presidential Awards
for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching
awardees.

laborate with each other on challenging material. Her
students are active participants and are often at the
board working together to find solutions, rather than
passively sitting at their seats.
She knows the standards well and often thinks outside the box to present those standards in a way that is
authentic, meaningful and engaging for students.
Shawna E. Emmons teaches
6th grade at West Middle School in
GRAND JUNCTION and has been
teaching for 26 years.
Shawna believes there are three
keys to engaging students in their
learning.

CCTM Teaching Awards
Amanda Manley teaches at
Rocky Mountain High School in
FORT COLLINS and has been
teaching for 15 years.
One of Amanda’s favorite comments from a student is “Ms.
Manley is inspiring, has different
learning techniques and is always
there when we need her help.”
She finds that the block schedule has been helpful
in forming relationships with her students and creates a culture in her classroom where it’s okay to take
chances and to take time to develop conceptual understanding. Amanda focuses on student engagement in
the classroom, not just content. Her students are given
creative assignments and have the opportunity to col22 CCTM Winter 2017

The first key is relating mathematics to students’ real world experiences instead of memorizing a set of boring formulas. She knows students need to find connections and
build an understanding of concepts before formalizing
rules.
The second key to student success is insuring that
students have a solid understanding of the Common
Core Standards. Shawna has developed a detailed
system for continual growth and progress for students.
She monitors their progress on every standard, and
students have multiple opportunities to demonstrate
their proficiency.
The third key is building relationships. A favorite
quote of Shawna’s is…. “Kids don’t care what you know
until they know you care.” Shawna makes sure that
each of her students feels valued and knows that she
cares!
Taylor Stephens teaches at Harrison High School
in COLORADO SPRINGS and has been teaching for
4 years. Taylor wants each of her students to know
that math is not an inherent gift. People are not born
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knowing calculus just like people are not born being
able to read. With this conviction, Taylor has tripled
the number of students in her AP Calculus class.

can do it.”

Maureen Mitchell teaches at
P.R.E.P. Academy in DENVER,
Taylor’s students learn how
and has been teaching for 8
to think logically and problem
years. Maureen specializes in
solve. She knows that these
alternative school settings, servare skills that her students will
ing students whose needs were
not met in a “traditional” classneed in the workforce. They
room. Maureen uses differentiknow that it’s not the answer
ated methods to help students
that is essential, but the thinkgrow in their mathematical
ing behind that answer that is
understanding. For example, in Maureen’s geometry
important.
class, her students have varying algebraic reasonTaylor works with other teaching skills, so she created tiered activities for them to
ers to integrate mathematics into their curriculums.
build mastery of the standards.
For example, when the social studies teachers were
She also incorporates exploratory and kinesthetic
teaching an economics unit, Taylor’s students used
quadratics and systems of equations to model break- learning. Her students make physical models to develop an understanding of real world geometric relaeven points, profits, and cost analysis. This was a
tionships. In probability and statistics, her students
great way for the students to see how something
design projects where they analyze, interpret, and
theoretical like quadratics is used in the real world.
draw conclusions on data. Students then critique
Kelly Casber teaches 5th
and analyze each other’s work. These projects engrade at Homestake Peak
courage students to engage with the standards based
School of Expeditionary Learnon their interests.
ing in EAGLE-VAIL. Kelly has
been teaching for 8 years and
Maureen takes pride in one of her student’s comis currently in the middle of a
ments, “thank you for never letting me slip and
camping adventure with fifty 5th reminding me there is always room for success.”
grade students!
Tessa R. Ziser teaches 3rd
Kelly is considered a Math
grade at Academy International
Warrior at her school. Using
Elementary School in COLOfamily game nights and after school activities, she
RADO SPRINGS and has been
works hard to help colleagues and the public unteaching for 8 years.
derstand the shifts in mathematics instruction.
Tessa’s students spend time
Students who enter Kelly’s classroom leave with a
developing conceptual undergrowth mindset and know that they are mathematistandings instead of memorizcians.
ing procedural algorithms. Her
Kelly sees her students as curious problem seekstudents see solutions from
ers and perseverant problem solvers. Using both
multiple points of view and develop the ability to
English and Spanish, she helps her students build
think for themselves rather than depend on their
conceptual understanding of mathematical concepts teacher to give them the answer.
with genuine experiences (like camping). Her stuTessa finds that math journals are an important
dents show their solutions using pictures, numbers,
tool for student understanding of concepts and a
and words and always explain why their solutions
good way to ask open-ended questions. The jourwork.
nals allow students to explain their thinking, exOne student summed up her experience in math
plore multiple solution paths, and formulate their
with this note: “I used to think math was hard and I thoughts.
wasn’t good at it, but now I love math and I know I
Tessa also finds that student discussions increase
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students’ understanding. She has developed a classroom where students feel comfortable taking risks
and being wrong. You will most often hear student’s
voices rather than the teachers.
Tessa knows that mathematics is an important
tool that elementary teachers can use to help students become thinkers, questioners and risk takers.
If you know of a mathematics teacher or leader in
your school, district or region, please consider nominating for the 2017–2018 CCTM teaching award.
The nomination form will be posted at CCTMath.org
on November 15.
2014/2015 Presidential Awards for Excellence in
Mathematics and Science Teaching
The Presidential Awards for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching (PAEMST) is the
highest honor bestowed by the United States government that a kindergarten through 12th grade
mathematics or science (including computer science) teacher may receive for outstanding teaching. The award recognizes those teachers who
develop and implement a high-quality instructional
program that is informed by content knowledge and
enhances student learning. The White House was
delayed in announcing and recognizing the 2014
and 2015 recipients of this award.

2014 AWARD | K-6 MATHEMATICS
Carolyn (Carrie) Jordan has taught first, fifth,
and sixth grades at Normandy
Elementary School in Jeffco Public Schools for 22
years. She currently teaches
fourth grade, which includes
an accelerated mathematics class. Carrie’s lessons
include “active math,” where
students act out mathematics processes, draw pictures,
and use “cheerleader” moves to show geometry.
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She provides manipulatives to increase the depth
of knowledge. Food is used to illustrate fractions;
sayings help her students to remember mathematics operations; cards and dice are used to practice
facts and learning objectives.
Carrie has a B.A. in communications and a certificate of elementary education from the State
University of New York - Brockport, and a M.A. in
administration supervision curriculum development
- instructional technology from the University of
Colorado at Denver.

2015 AWARD | 7-12 MATHEMATICS
Lisa Bejarano is in her 13th year
as a mathematics educator and
her fourth year of teaching at Aspen Valley High School in the Academy 20 school district. She currently teaches Geometry, Precalculus,
and Introduction to Computer
Programming to students in grades
9–12, primarily using problembased tasks, inquiry, and debate.
Lisa enjoys encouraging and facilitating mathematical discourse and collaboration among her
students. She recently began teaching computer
programming because it supports students’ development of a growth mindset, building logical thinking
skills and general confidence in overcoming challenging tasks.
Lisa is Nationally Board Certified in adolescent
and young adulthood mathematics. She earned her
B.S. in engineering at the University of Colorado
at Boulder and her M.A. in curriculum and instruction from the University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs. Lisa holds a Master Teacher Certification in 7–12 mathematics and a Career and Technical Education STEM Certification.
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NCTM CORNER

NCTM Board Meeting October 2016
Catherine Martin, CCTM Past-President

T

he NCTM Board of Directors continued to
align resources and strategic priorities while
building member value. In particular, the Board

•
•
•
•
•

Received results of Publications audit and took
action to enhance the content members can
access.
Took action to change the Leadership Summit
to increase members’ opportunity to participate in the Annual Conference.
Took action to create a multi-tiered membership model to better serve teachers throughout their professional careers.
Created an international membership category.
Merged the Affiliate Relations and Membership Committees to leverage synergies between the two committees.

•

The Board received and endorsed a plan to
continue to integrate functions of The Math
Forum with NCTM with an emphasis on member engagement, sharing of resources, and
community building.

The Board and staff participated in their own
professional learning on issues of access, equity, and
empowerment with the National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity.
The Board updated the NCTM mission and vision
statements to reflect the Council’s renewed focus on
access, equity, and empowerment.
The Board adopted a position statement on “Providing Opportunities for Students with Exceptional
Mathematical Promise” and a position statement on
“Curricular Coherence and Open Educational Resources.”
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Mathematics for All

TODOS: Mathematics for ALL
TODOS: MATHEMATICS FOR ALL
The mission of TODOS: Mathematics for ALL is to advocate for equity and
high quality mathematics education for all students—in particular, Latina/o
students.

TODOS: Mathematics for ALL is an organization that seeks to create a more just, humanizing and
equitable mathematics education experience for all. Regardless of your political views, we cannot
let our differences overshadow our humanity toward each other. We recognize that the current
political climate may affect how we move forward as a people that value democracy and justice
for all. We must find strength and resolve to reach out to people hurting, scared and uncertain of
their futures. We must find ways to support educators to hold space for listening, emotions, and
deeper understanding. We have much work to do.
We reiterate here our TODOS mission and goals. In the present political climate we interpret
these as including the following:
� Respecting and incorporating into our mathematics programs, the role language and
culture play in teaching and learning mathematics.
� Supporting teachers who need help navigating the political and emotional situations
occurring daily in their classrooms.
� Generating and disseminating knowledge that supports our mission of advocacy for all
students.
� Informing the public and influencing educational policies that protect our students and
enhance the educational experiences of all of our students.
� Informing families about the opportunities available to their children and working
continuously and ardently to enable these children to become mathematically proficient.
As mathematics educators we will continue to stand by our students and their families, advocate
for them, and work in any way possible to ensure and affirm their futures.

Diane Kinch
President, TODOS: Mathematics for ALL

TODOS: Mathematics for ALL
Address: PO Box 25482, Tempe, AZ 85285-5482
Email: exec@todos-math.org Web: www.todos-math.org
TODOS: Mathematics for ALL is a Non-Profit 501(c)(3) Organization, TAX ID# 13-4242849
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